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 A B S T R A C T  
 

Microwave puffing is an alternative of the sand and air puffing. Microwave heating of rice grain during its puffing in domestic microwave oven 
was modeled using finite element based COMSOL multiphysics 3.3a software. The 3D-geometry, consisting oven, waveguide, turntable and 
rice grain in oven, was drawn. A multiphysics model was developed by coupling the electromagnetic wave and general heat transfer modules. 
The Maxwell’s equation of electromagnetics was solved for the electric field inside the oven cavity and the rice grain. The energy equation was 
solved for the temperatures profile inside the rice grain. Uneven heating of rice was observed that was influenced by the placement of rice grain 
on the turntable of the microwave oven. Rice grain, placed in the radial zones of 0 - 2.5 cm, 12.5-15 cm and 8.75-11.25 cm, did not absorb 
sufficient microwave energy, which resulted in mostly unpuffed or semi puffed rice. Rice grains placed in the puffing zone of 3.75 to 6.25 cm 
was absorbed sufficient energy and crossed glass transition temperature in 13-14 s, which resulted in mostly puffed rice. Apart from the location 
of puffing zone and heating time, revolution of rice grain on the turn table and the distribution of electromagnetic field also influenced the heating 
pattern.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Puffed or expanded rice has been a popular snack in India for centuries (Murugesan and Bhattacharya, 1986). The puffing 

method traditionally followed in India is sand-roasting in which hydrothermally treated, pre-conditioned (parboiled) rice at 8 to 
10% moisture content (wb) is heated with hot sand at 200 0C (Lata et al., 2023). In many countries, gun puffing is a common 

method where raw rice, at certain moisture content, is subjected to high temperature and high steam pressure inside a puffing 

gun and pressure is suddenly released to come to atmospheric pressure (Chandrasekhar and Chattopadhyay, 1988). Apart from 
these processes, puffing can also be achieved by heating parboiled rice in the hot air or oil (Gulati and Datta, 2016; Rajha et al., 

2021; Swarnakar et al., 2014). Now-a-days microwave ovens have become a common kitchen appliance in developed countries. 

The use of microwave oven for puffing of cereals, viz, popcorn has become very popular because of consumers demand for 
fresh and crispy snack food. Microwave puffing is very hygienic process than the sand and air puffing method. Microwave puffing 
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can be done in small volume with domestic models of microwave ovens while sand and air puffing are used for the bulk production 
of puffed food. Using the microwave for puffing one can easily avoid the storage of puffed cereals which is more susceptible to 

moisture gain and require more space than the unpuffed cereals. Apart from these benefits, microwave puffing is energy and 

time efficient process, consumes less specific energy without much wastage, and requires no labour at all (Chandrasekaran et 
al., 2013; Sumnu and Sahin, 2005).  

In order to exploit the benefits of microwave puffing with optimum energy input, understanding the heat transfer characteristic in 

microwave oven would be beneficial. The mechanism of energy transfer for microwave to the material is quite different from 
conventional heating by conduction, convection and radiation technique. Microwave energy is received by polar molecules like 

water, which oscillate under the fast changing electromagnetic field and causing sufficient vibration energy imparted to the water 

molecules (Sumnu and Sahin, 2005). The vibration is transferred into thermal energy and dissipated to other parts of the food. 
Cereals containing sufficient moisture absorb microwave energy and try to melt starch. Melted starch expends rapidly because 

of the high pressure of water vapour trapped in the starch melt that ultimately s the expansion of the product (Lata et al., 2023; 

Gulati and Datta, 2016). 

Compared with conventional heating, heat transfer is typically more difficult to study due to the complex interaction of the 

microwaves with the cavity and food. The two key issues in microwave heating of food are: (a) the magnitude of energy deposited 

by the microwaves and (b) the uniformity of the energy deposition (Datta et al., 2005). In microwave heating, heat is generated 
volumetrically in the food. The dielectric properties (dielectric constant and dielectric loss factor) of the food are largely 

responsible for magnitude and uniformity of energy absorbed together with various other factors. Those properties that govern 

whether a material may be successfully heated by microwaves are permittivities or dielectric properties. The imaginary part, 

dielectric loss factor, of the permittivity is related to the dissipation (or loss) of energy within the medium. The real part, dielectric 
constant, of the permittivity is related to the stored energy within the medium. It indicates how well a material will sustain an 

electric field. In other words, how much of microwave energy generated in microwave oven is concentrated in material (Datta et 

al., 2005). 

Dielectric properties of food materials depend on composition, temperature and frequency and are must for a better 

understanding and analysis of microwave heating of food and biological materials (Kumar and Shrivastava, 2019). During 

microwave and high frequency heating/processing many variables in the food affect the heating performance. Among these the 
most significant is the permittivity of food since it describes how a material interacts with microwaves. Other factors that affect 

the microwave heating of food are size, shape, composition of food, thermal  (thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity)and 

mechanical (density for solid, and viscosity for liquid products) properties of food. The heating rate depends on the thermal 
properties while absorbed power on the dielectric properties (Buffler, 1993). The experimental measurement of temperature is 

quite difficult in the microwave heating process due to the interference of measuring devices with electromagnetic field. The 

objective of the paper was to develop a mathematical model for microwave heating of single rice grain during its puffing and 
prediction of temperature profile of the rice grain. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Collection of rice sample 

Rice (variety Hira) in the form of preconditioned parboiled rice was collected from nearby village named Bondeuli, West 

Midnapur, West Bengal. With the consideration of good puffing quality and local availability, Hira variety of rice was selected for 

the present study. This variety of rice has the dimension of length 8.5 mm, breadth 1.9 mm and thickness 1.9 mm. The bulk 
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density and particle density of the rice are 834.4 kg/m3and 1451 kg/m3 respectively at the moisture content 10.57% (db). 
Thousand grain weight of the rice is 18.55 g. The preconditioning of rice improves its heating characteristics due to infusion of 

salt into it. This process involves mixing of parboiled rice and salt solution and further drying up to 10.5% (wb) moisture content 

(Mohapatra et al., 2012). 

Microwave heating of rice 

The microwave oven (SAMSUNG, model number: M197DL) was used for heating of preconditioned rice grain for 30 s at different 

power levels. The microwave oven has a cavity 335 * 230 * 345 mm (width * height * depth) and houses a turntable 315 * 6 mm 

(diameter * height) that rotates at 4 rpm. It has various power level ranging from 100W to 1000W when operated at 230V and 
50Hz AC power source.  

The microwave oven is a 3D cavity connected to a 1 kW, 2.45 GHz microwave source via a rectangular waveguide operating in 
the TE10 mode. Electric and magnetic field patterns inside the cavity are called mode. The rectangular port is excited by a 

transverse electric (TE) wave, which is a wave that has no electric field component in the direction of propagation but magnetic 

field dose. The TE10 mode has one semi-sinusoidal variation in x direction and is constant in the y direction. At an excitation 
frequency of 2.45 GHz, the TE10 mode is the only propagating mode through the rectangular waveguide (Dibben, 2001).  

Mathematical modeling of microwave heating of rice 

COMSOL multiphysics 3.3a software (Comsol Inc., Burlington, MA) was used for mathematical modelling of microwave heating 

of rice grain. A 3D-geometry consisting oven, waveguide, turntable and rice grain in oven was drawn as shown in Figure 1. The 

parameters used for development of model are listed in Table 1. The benefit of symmetrical geometry was used to reduce the 
calculation time. Tetrahedral grid was generated in 3D geometry as shown in Figure 1. Fine mesh was generated within the rice 

grain. Stationary equation solver was used to solve the Maxwell’s equation of electromagnetics and volumetric heat generation 

within the rice grain was calculated (Lata et al., 2023).  Volumetric heat generation term was coupled with general heat transfer 
equation and transient equation solver was used to obtain the temperatures profile inside the rice grain (Campañone et al., 2012; 

Geedipalli et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2013).  In order to analyze the process of heat transport during microwave heating of a rice 

grain, the following assumptions were made: Since the microwave field is operating in TE10 mode, it is propagated in a 
rectangular waveguide in z axis direction with only a component in y axis direction; No variations of electromagnetic field in y 

direction; The product is homogeneous and isotropic; Negligible mass transfer during heating; Negligible Volume changes during 

heating; Uniform initial temperature within products to be heated; Convective boundary conditions. 

        

Figure 1: The model 3D geometry with rice grain placed at center of the turntable (a); Mesh generation in 3D geometry (b) 

( (
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Table 1: Input parameters in the modeling of microwave heating of rice 

Parameters Value 

Oven interior dimension (cm) 33.5 x 23.0 x 24.5 

Wave guide dimension (cm) 5.0 x 1.8 x 7.8 

Turntable (cm) D=31.5;  thickness=0.6 

Input power (W) 1000 

Frequency (GHz) 2.45 

Cut-off frequency (GHz) 1.9217 

Oven air temperature (K) 298.15 

Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K) 5 

Air dielectric property 1 

Glass dielectric property 2.55 

Rice properties 

Dimension  (mm) 8.5x1.9x1.9 

Density (kg/m3) 1451 

Specific heat (J/kg-K) 1598 

Thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 0.179 

Dielectric properties 4 - 0.8*i 

Heating time (s) 25 

Initial grain temperature (K) 298.15 

 
 

Electromagnetic field: The electromagnetic field distribution inside a microwave cavity is governed by Maxwell’s equations. 
The electromagnetic field was solved into the rice grain according to the theory of Maxwell’s equations. For TE10 in plane 

wave propagation mode, the electric field was solved using the following equation (Lata et al., 2023; Salvi et al., 2011): 

 

∇ × (𝜇%&'∇ × 𝐸)) − ,∈%−
./
0∈°
2 𝑘45𝐸) = 0                                   (1) 

 

Where, μr = magnetic permeability of material (1); Ez = electric field propagating in z-direction (V/m); εr = electrical permittivity 
of material (1); j=imaginary number (√-1); σ = electrical conductivity (S/m); ω= angular frequency of the microwaves (1/s); ε0 = 

permittivity of free space (ε° = 8.85 × 10&'5F/m); k0 = wave number (1) 
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Heat generation: The volumetric power absorbed by dielectric material was calculated from the local electric field strength into 
the product. 

Q = 2πf ∈°	∈EE E5		                                                          (2) 

Where, Q=volumetric power absorbed (W/m3); f = microwave frequency (Hz); ε″= dielectric loss factor (1); E= electric field 

(V/m) 

Boundary condition: The walls of the oven and the waveguide are good conductors. The model approximated these walls as 

perfect conductors, represented by the boundary condition  

𝑛 × 𝐸 = 0                                                                     (3) 

The symmetry cut has mirror symmetry for the electric field and was represented by the boundary condition 

𝑛 × 𝐻 = 0                                                                        (4) 

Where,  n is normal vector; E= electric field (V/m); H= magnetic field (A/m) 
Heat transfer: Microwaves heat food volumetrically. Hence, power absorbed by the food due to application of microwaves was 

added as a source in the heat transfer equation. The transient diffusion equation with the microwave source term was solved 

to obtain temperatures inside the food: 
IJ
IK
= α∇5T + O

PQR
                                                              (5) 

Where, T= temperature of food (K); α = thermal diffusivity of food (m2/s); ρ = density of food (kg/m3); Cp= specific heat of food 
(J/kg-K) 

Heat transfer boundary condition: Heat loss due airflow was modeled by specifying the convective heat transfer coefficient at 

the surface of the rice grain. 
−K∇T = hU(T − TV)                                            (6) 

where hc is the convection heat transfer coefficient over a surface, T is surface temperature of rice grain and Ta is the 

temperature of air inside the oven. The initial temperature of the air and food inside the oven is constant at 25˚C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Microwave power absorbed by the rice grain 

Rice grains were heated for 30 s in microwave oven. The simulated microwave power absorption density (W/m3) absorbed by 

the rice grains, placed in different radial distance and revolving in that fixed radius, is shown in Figure 2. The total microwave 
energy absorbed by the rice grain placed at the different radial distance from the center of the turntable is depicted in the Figure 

3. The turn table revolved at the speed of 4 rpm. Hence, rice grains covered two revolutions in 30 s. The absorbed average 

power density increased and then decreased with maximum value around 6.25 cm away from the center of the turn table. The 
maximum value of the simulated average power density absorbed  by rice grain was about 1.38×107 W/m3 at the radial distance 

of 6.25 cm and minimum value was 2.51×106 W/m3 at the center of the turn table. The rice grain placed at the center remained 

at same position and received same amount of power throughout the two revolutions. Rice grains placed at different radial 
distance experienced fluctuation in microwave power absorption density in one/two revolutions. Rice puffing, being high 

temperature and short time process, might have greatly influenced puffing characteristics.  Rice grains placed in puffing zone of 
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6.25 cm on the turn table experienced maximum power absorption value and maximum puffing percentage. Fluctuation in 
microwave power absorption density by food materials with location were reported by other researchers (Lata et al., 2023).  

 

Figure 2: Variation in average power density (MW/m3) absorbed by the rice grain placed at the different radial distance from the 
center of the turntable 

The distribution of electromagnetic field and hence the microwave power absorption inside rice grains were influenced by the 

dielectric properties of rice starch, grain shape and location of grain inside oven (Zhang and Datta, 2001). Hence, different 

heating patterns were observed for grains revolving in different radius on the turn table of microwave oven. Variation in power 
absorption at central region and corner regions of the grain was because of corner effect. The electromagnetic waves bend 

towards the normal on the food surface and this phenomenon is more dominant near the corner compared to the other part of 

the grain (Zhang and Datta, 2001). Thus denser electric field was formed near the corner regions then the central region of the 
rice grain. Hence, uneven heating within the rice grain was observed.  Lata et al., 2023 reported some semi- puffed rice with 

one end remained unpuffed , unpuffed rice and completely puffed rice  during microwave puffing that was due to uneven heating 

within the grain. 

 

Figure 3: Total microwave energy absorbed by the rice grain placed at the different radial distance from the center of the turntable 
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Change in temperature of rice grain during microwave puffing 

The Figure 4 shows change in the average temperature of the rice grain revolving at different radius on the turn table of 

microwave oven during microwave puffing. The  rice grains placed in the radial zones of 0 - 2.5 cm and 12.5-15 cm absorbed 
microwave energy at relatively slower rate and the average temperature of the rice grains did not reached up to the glass 

transition temperature (Tg) after 30 s of heating. The hard rice starch polymer must change to soft rubbery state before puffing 

expansion. The thermal transition of rice starch from hard glassy state to soft rubbery state occurs at the glass transition 
temperature of starch over a temperature range (368–388 K) (Chung et al., 2002). The most of the rice grain placed in these 

puffing zones was unable to puff and the absorbed energy resulted in drying of the rice grains.  

 
Figure 4: The change in average temperature of rice grains placed at the different radial distance from the center of the turntable 

 

The  rice grains placed in the puffing zone of 3.75-6.25 cm absorbed microwave energy at relatively faster rate and the average 

temperature of the rice grains reached up to the glass transition temperature (Tg) after 30 s of heating. The average temperature 

of the rice grains reached up to the glass transition temperature after 21, 14 and 13 s for puffing zones of 3.75, 5.0 and 6.25 
respectively. Hence, most of grains placed in these puffing zones puffed completely. 

The  rice grains placed in the puffing zone of 8.75-11.25 cm absorbed microwave energy at relatively slow rate but the average 
temperature of the rice grains reached up to the glass transition temperature (Tg) after 30 s of heating. The average temperature 

of the rice grains reached up to the glass transition temperature after 16, 21 and 13 s for puffing zones of 8.75, 10.0 and 11.25 

respectively. Delay in glassy to rubbery state transition of rice starch and generation of water vapour pressure was not favourable 
for puffing process. Hence, most of grains placed in these puffing zones resulted into semi-puffed rice. 

CONCLUSION 

The placement of rice grain on the turntable of microwave oven influenced the heating pattern of the rice grain because the 

distribution of electromagnetic field and hence the microwave power absorption inside rice grains were influenced by the design 
of the microwave oven and dielectric properties of rice and together with other factors. Rice grain, placed in the radial zones of 

0 - 2.5 cm, 12.5-15 cm and 8.75-11.25 cm, did not absorb sufficient of microwave energy and this resulted in mainly evaporative 
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loss of moisture from the grain and no puffing or incomplete puffing process. Rice grains placed in the puffing zone of 3.75 to 
6.25 cm was absorbed sufficient energy and crossed glass transition temperature in 13-14 s which resulted in mostly puffed 

rice. Apart from the location of puffing zone and heating time, revolution of rice grain on the turn table and distribution of 

electromagnetic field also influenced the heating pattern. The non-uniform rate of microwave power absorption in case of 
microwave puffing was the main reason for achieving puffing temperature. 
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